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The new projective linear programming algorithm by
Karmarkar requires solution of symmetric, positive 'infinite
systems of equations. One Vey to solving these systems
efficiently is minimizing the fill-in, i.e., the number o F
new nonzero elements in the . reduced matrix, in *he various
forms of Gaussian elimination qsp-1 to solve these svst°ms.
Fill-in is affected only by svmmetric reordering of rows ani
columns o^ the svstem of equations. Various heuristic
ordering algorithms are tested ani coraoared with the
heuristic minimum degree algori+hra o^ George and Tin.
Computational results are reported for sixteen large-scale
real-world and artificial problems. The minimum degree
algorithm of George nvA Liu is the most e^^ectiv*1 o^ six
tested methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The new projective linear programming algorithm by
*armarkar [Pef. 11 reguires solution of symmetric, nositive
definite systems of eguations. One of the keys to solving
these systems efficiently is controlling the fill-in, i.e.
,
the number of new nonzero elements in the reduce*, matrix, in
the various forms of Gaussian elimination user! to solve
these systems. gnder the assumotion of noncancellation o^
terras, fill-in created by direct solution technigues is
affected only by svmraetric reordering of the rows and
columns of f-he system to be solved.
The problem of minimizing fill-in by symmetric reord-
ering is known to be HP-complete r^ef. ^ 1 so, in this
thesis, we examine a number of heuristic reordering algo-
rithms for this nroblem.
Several different algorithms for reducing fill-in in
Gaussian elimination are compared for sixteen larae-scale
matrices derived ^rora linear and integer programming
problems.
B. PROJECTIVE LP ALGORITHM
Consider the linear programming problem
T
min c x
s.t. Ax = b
x >
where A is an m-by-n matrix, c is an n-eleraen* column vector
and b is an m-element column vector. *arraarkar's algorithm






, E is an n-by-n diagonal matrix, and 1 is





1 EA n \
We will not be concerned with the bottom row and ri7h*-
tiost column; they will tvpicallv be 100* dense when usina an
artificial starting solution and will be nlacel last in anv
ordering. TTnder the assumption o^ noncanc«llation of terms,
the nonzeros created in AA will be the same as in AS2 A1",
both when creating these matrices and when oerformina the
elimination. Thus, we mav restrict s^udy to solving systems
of the form AA z - Ac = b*.
C. DIRECT SOLUTION METHODS
Symmetrv and Dositive definiteness are important in
computation with the matrices. The matrix D is symmetric
when DT = D. Otherwise, D 1.^ asymmetric. A svmnetric
matrix D is said to be positive definite I*" z D7 s for all
nonzero vectors z.
Three basic methods are avaiia^lf3 for direct solution of
positive definite systems of *he form AA z - ^z - h f . '"hese
methods are basic Gaussian elimination r Pef . 8 "], '"holestrv
factorization f^f. 4 1 and 0^5 factorization r^o^. 7]. ^11
three methods end up c-eatinq an upoer or lower triangular
matrix w^ich is used with b 1
,
or a modi^i°d version of h',
to solve for z hv backward and/or forward substitution.
One key to success of these methods is keeping the
triangular matrix as sparse as possible by symmetrically
reordering the rows and columns of D. This keeos confuta-
tion time down and round-off errors to a minimum.
1". Basic Gaussian Elimination
The Gaussian elimination method we will consider for
the solution of a set of equations is "fust an generalization
of the familiar method of eliminating one unknown by substi-
tution between a Dair o*7 simultaneous eguations and is the
basic pattern of a large number of solution me+hods tha* can
be classed as direct methods.
Let us consider the system Dz = b f
,
represented by
the augmented matrix [D r b»l, where D is an m-by-ra oositive
definite symmetric matrix and b* is an m-vect.or. Gaussian
elimination by columns consists of m steps. ""he purpose o p
the kth step is to eliminate all the nonzero elements of the
augmented matrix which lie on column k below the diacronal o*
n. At the ktb step, d<V> which is the di^aonal o p the
active subraatrix (formed by rows k to m an* column k to m o P
P<k>) is selected to be the pivot. 3ow k o* the augmented
matrix is normalized and the elements in column k below the
diagonal of D*k> are eliminated by subtraction of multiples
of the normalized row k *rom all those rows which hav<* a
nonzero in column k below the diagonal. ^he augmented
system r t>cj< > , b» <k > T is obtained wh^re P<k> has zeros in i*-s
first k columns below the diagonal and 1s on the first k
positions of the diagonal.
The process is continue** until the upper triangular
system [ P< m> , b» <m > "] is obtained and z can hp solved for hv
backward substitution.
2- £Il2i2§*Z Factorization
There exists a uniaue lower triangular aatrix T. such
that LLT = 0. rholesky factorization creates L from D
directly without consideration of b». Then, tl z = 0z = b*
is solved for by?
fl) Solve Ly = b» for y.
T
(2) Solve L z = y for z.
Suppose a positive definite symmetric m-by- 1* matrix
D is cjiven. The way in which fill-in occurs w*en computing
1 is best illustrated by showing a proof, following ^orap
and T,iu [Ref. '4 \ of one o^ the rholes>y factorization
techniques.
Let D = Id a ! where d is a scalar, a is an h-1
1 11 1 1
vector and K
(
























L D L ,
1 1 1
w^ere H = *-aa/d, and T denot-es an identity11111 v
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where H = K - a a /d
2 2 2 2 2
= L D T, ,
2 2 2
D = L T L .
m- 1 a m hj
Rere, for 1<i<m, d_£ is a positive scalar, a^ is a
vector of length m-i, and *• is an (m-i) -bv- f n»— i> oosi^iva
definite syranetric matrix.
After i steps o* the algorithm, we have
D 3 L t ... L t ... I'l - T.T. ~
,
12 mm 2 1
where it can be shown that
I, = t + i ... + L - fn-1) T ,12 ra m
Thus, the ith column of L is nreciselv the ith column of T i .
T n this scheme, the columns of L aro computed one bv
one. At the same time, each step involves the modification
11
of the submatrix *C; by the outer product a;a*/d» to give H»,
which is the submatrix remaining to be factored. Thus, the
structure o^ H? is different front Kjf due to a
i
aT^j«
a»a«/d 4 creates new fill-ins if (a« V (a* )• * but (".J).,-! =
where fa})^- is a Vth element of vector a£ and ( R iV"f ^-s
the scalar element in row k and column i if *^.
It can be seen from the above derivation that the
matrices D<k* and w^ correspond in their patterns of
nonzeros, and if the normalization step of standard Gaussian
elimination is replaced by "divide row V bv f^^M 1 /2 ," »-hen
the upper triangular matrix produced is actnallv T. ' . Tnder
the assumption of noncancel la tion of terms, the oat+ern o*
nonzeros in L and the unoer triangular portion o*" n(^) will
be the same.
3- 22 2ii£torizatio_n
For completeness let us also consi-^r OP orthogonal
factorization. Orthogonal factorization methods compute th<=
trianaular CholesV.v factor L directly from A rather t>an
-r
AA and thus avoid explicit formation o^ the cross product
used in basic Gaussian elimination an^ ^holo^v-v
factorization. Tn o? factorization, an orthogonal matrix 9
of order n is commits which re*uce<s A and c t »-he form
T
T T J I \ T 1 g 1
o A = ) j and o c = \ I ,10 1 I r !
where g is a vector o* dimension m, ani r is a vector ^ c
dimension m-n.
Then, Dz = b* is eouivalent to
T
AA Z = Ac r
T T T




* « [l 0] j q
I r
==> 11 T - Lq f
==> and L i - g.
T
Thus, after comr>u*in<7 t. and q using the orthogonal ma+riir
0, we need only solve for 2 by backward substitution.
D. GRAPH THEOPETIC HODEI
Consider the two matrices below w^ere x indicates a
nonzero. If we perform Gaussian elimination on the two

















1 2 3 u
V X X X X 1
1
2 X X X !
>
!
3! X X 1
1 1
*l X i
1 2 3 a
11 x X !
i








[Jnder assumption of noncancellation of terms, the Cholesxy
factor of (1) is 100*- dense. If the firs*- and last columns
of (1) are interchanged, and the first and last rows of (1>
are interchanged , then Gaussian elimination will produce no
fill-in at all. Below, a graph heore^ic mod**] is described
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[Ref. 3] which helps clarify the process of creatine fill-
ins and how this can be modified by reordering.
An undirected graph G={V # ^) consists of a finite set of
vertices V together with a set E of edges, where an edrre is
an unordered pair of vertices (u,v) such that a * v. An
undirected graph may be associated with any symmetric matrix
n of order a. The "adjacency graph" of D is a graph G=(V,y)
such that V-fv, ,...,v^ and ^i*^L) €. * if and only if
dit * for all i * % The adjacency graph G<k> associated
with the active submatrix of 0<V> is called an "elimination
graph." Note that an adjacency graph G associated wi*h D is
unaffected by any symmetric reordering of the rows an1
columns P.
If (n,v) is an edge, u and v in S are "ad jacen* . " ^or
S CL V» t^ e adjacent set o^ S 9 denoted bv Mj(S), is the se*
of all vertices not in S which are adjacent to vertices in
S. That is,
Adj(S) = (u £ v-S I (u,v) ^ E for some v € St
where V-S is the set of all vertices of 7 which are not in
S.
A subgraph G* = (V',FM of G = (V,E) is a crraph which
consists of some or all vertices of G and some of *he e^cres
of St V* ^ V,** C w - 8 subirarh is a clicue if everv nair
of vertices in a subgraph is adiacen*.
Let as consider a symmetric soarse matrix arri its asso-
ciated undirected iraph. The matrix is of ortfer 3.
123QSK7P
1 f x xx 1 1 5 2
2| x x x f ! ]
(0) 31 xx x _{f))
\ XX x Ip = D = '4 xx Xj G =1
Sjxx x 1 6-
6|x x xx I I
1\ X XXX I
91 X xx| L..».„l
1H
If we perfora Gaussian elimination at column 1 , we obtain
123U5678
11- ~ ! 5 2
2 x x x 1 /I
(1) 11 xx x 1 (1) / 1
= 4 xx x| G = / j
51 x xo |







where new fill-ins are noted by circles an^ - corresponds to
a nonzero in the nonactive part o* D<V>. will-in in net)
corresponds to edges of G<*> which wero not in g<o> m i(n
is created from G< ' bv deletina v. and all incident- odryes
and by then connecting all vertices which were adiacent to
Vj and not alreadv connected. ^his is f orT»alizer» below.
let G<k> be an elimination araoh. If vort«r
v{ corresponding to row i and column i is next selected por
elimination, then the new fill-in created will be equal to
the number of edges in the complement of the qranh induced
from G<k> by Adjfyp. ft graph G f ( vf »E f ) is "induce*" ^rom
G(V,E) by V'C7 if E» = *-{(u,v) e p s.t. u <§ V or
v^T). G»» = (V r '»») is the "complement" of G if E» * =
{(u,v) s.t. u, v £. V, u*v } - E.
The next elimination step is s^own below e ^»-
corapleteness.
123U5678
11- — 1 S
?j - - -
<2) IJ xx x
J f?) / \
T) - U| xx x| G = /
5j xoo 1 6 7
ft x oxx I 1 1
7J oxxxl I 1
B1 x xx| 1 U 8
The notion o F "reachable sets" is useful for th° s v u*v
of Gaussian elimination (Georgo ^d Ti>i, 1978a). Given a
graph and a subset S o* vertices, if u and v are two
distinct vertices which do not helonci to 5^, wp sav that v is
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reachable from u through S when u and v are connected by a
path which is either of length 1 (a and v are adiacent) or
is composed entirely of vertices which belong to S. Given S
and u f= S, the reachable set ^each(u,S) of u through S is
defined to be the set of all vertices which are reachable
from u through S. When S is emoty, or when a does not
belong to Ad i (S) , then Peach fu,?) = 4d1fu).
A tree is an undirected acyclic graph which is connected
and has no cycles- A matrix nav have a <rraph which is a
tree. If the tree is labelled in increasina order of vertex
degree and the matrix is permuted accordinaly, then Gaussian
elimination with diagonal pivotina can be performed withou*
any fill-in being produced. w^en the graph o^ a latrix is
not a tree, then it is possible fro find a tree oartitioninq
of the rrraph, i.e., a partitioning such that the "quotient
graph" is a tree. Let the set of vertices V of a granh G Ke
partitioned into the disioint sublets n,





quotient graph has the x sets n^ as composite vertices, and
its edges are defined by the condition that Hlj^Tj) is an
edae if and onlv i^ two vertices u <S VI ± and v £ T j can ^e
found such that u and v are adjacent in G. When the
auotient oraoh is a tree, it is called a "quotient," and the
corresponding partitioning* a "tree oartit ioning.
"
B. COFRFNT METHODS
A number of reordering methods are known which dramati-
cally reduce the ^il^-in resulting f rom ^actori-zat ion.
These include the minimum degree algorithm, various dissec-
tion schemes, and various bandwidth or profi le or^eri^T
schemes.
Band and nrofile methods regard the fill-in in a alobal
manner, and confine it to certain areas, i.e., the band or
profile of the matrix.
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The dissection ordering method is a method for systemat-
ically partitioning the graph associated with a matrix using
separators. Tn the dissection method, the fill-in caused bv
Gaussian elimination with diagonal pivoting is confined to
nested partitioned areas of the matrix.
It is difficult to compare methods because the effi-
ciency of a method denends on the problem or class o*
problems for which it is being used. Thus, we will onlv be
concerned with algorithms which do not exploit soecial
structure except implicitly. The method which is curr<?nMv
accepted as best for "unstructured" problems is the "pinimura
degree algorithm" of George and Liu r Fef . U~). This thesis
tests for efficiency the George and T.iu algorithm and
several other algorithms includina variants o^ the Georoe
and Liu algorithm.
F. TEST PROBLEMS
The algorithms described in this thesis are tested on
sixteen linear programming and mixed inteaer programming
problems. These problems consist o^ fourteen real-world
problems (ATP, COAL, CtfPS, ROS, ELEC, FOAM, JCAP, HTTH^ f
PAST0P1, OAO, DTFS, PILOT, STEEL, TIGEEJ and two ar^i r icial
problems (STEIN* pi, S^ETNFP2). The dimension* of these
problems are shown in Table T.
All programs are written in EOPTPA.N, compiled under
POFTPAN H-Extended (Opt 2) and run on an 7*1 3033A'5 under
Vfl/C^S. Commutation times presented in *he following chap-
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II. THE HISIHOH PBGBES RtGORITHH
1. IWTSODtJCTION
In this chapter we discuss the minimum degree algorithm,
with details of the implementation bv George and Liu [ Wc»f.
4 1. This algorithm is the most commonly used ordering algo-
rithm which does not explicitly exploit special matrix
structures. It is used here as a standard for comparison
against the alaorithms given in chaDter III.
The main idea of the minimum degree algorithm is tha*-
when we perform Gaussian elimination we choose the v<»r*-ex of
minimum degree from the elimination graph at every step.
This myopically minimizes the to+al fill-in versus the new
fill-in- If there are several minimum dearee vertices at a
particular step, ties are broken arbitrarily
B. BISIC RLGOPITHH
Algorithm : The Basic tiinimum Dearee Algorithm.
Input : Elimination cxraph G<°> associat-e^ wifh a
positive definite svmme^ric matrix.
Output - A permutation vector PKp S( ) for the
vertices of G<°>
Step 1. (Initialization)
Set i = 1.
Sten 2. (Select minimum degree ver+ Q x)
(i-1)
Tn the elimination qraph G = (V ,v \,
i-1 i-1




Step 3. (Transform *he graph)
(i)
Form the new elimination graph G = (7 ,? )
i i
by eliminating the vertex v from G .
k
fi-1}
where all vertices adiacent to v in G
*
are connected to form a cligue.
Set PEBBfi) = k.
Step U. fLoop or stop)
Set i = i 1.
Tf i > 1V|, ao to sten 5.
Otherwise, go to s*ep 2.
Step S. {Output)
For i = 1 to jvi, print PFFH(i).
vnd of The Basic minimum D^areo Algorithm.
C. ENH1TICFD ALGORITHM
ffe can enhance the minimum iearee alaorithm by usinq the
concept: of "ind ist inquishahle" vertices by George and
Lia(19R1). Two unlabelled vertices u, v €= ?-S are said to
be indistinauisha^le if Peach (u r S) U fu* = Peach (v,S) {J fvl .
At any step It, if we find indistinguishable vertices they
can be labelled next without any minimum degree search.
Alaorithm : ^he Fnhanced minimum Peirpe algorithm.
Input - F^imination qraoh G<o> associa+pd with a
positive de^init-e symmetric matrix.




Set i = 1.
Step 2. (Select minimum degree vertex)
Tn the elimination graoh G = (V , w \ f
i-1 i-1
select a vertex v £ 7 which is of minimum
k i-1
degree.
Sten 3. (Find the indistinguishable vertices)
Find the vertices which are indistinguishable
from v. Let T be the set of v and all vertices
indist incruish able from v.
Step U. (Elimination)
ri-1)
Por each vertex u
€
Yt Eliminate u in G
Ti)
to obtain G , set PE!?1(i) = n, and
set i - i 1.
Step 5. (Loop or stop)
If t > 17|, ao ^o step 6.
Otherwise go to step 2.
Sten 6. (Output)
'or j = 1 to m, print PF*??l(g).
End of The Enhanced Hinimura Dearee Algorithm.
D. IHPLBffENTATTON
The implementation o^ *he minimum deoroe algorithm use?;
the basic ideas of elimination graphs, reachable sp^ f
indistinguishable vertices and is further enhanced th*-ouah a
21
quotient graph partitioning of the initial elimination
graph.
The graph G = (V,E) is stored asing the adlacencv array
pair (XftDJ, AOJNCY) in which the amount of storace used is
0(|V|) and 0(|F|), respectively. The amount of storage of
the remaining arrays is 0{|VJ)- ADJNCY gives the adjacen*
sets &3j {v) in contiguous storage locations for all v.
XAD.Ifv) gives the location of the first element fldj(v) in
&DJNCY. ^he resulting ordering array pair is P wt>,l. T^e
algorithm reguires the determination o* reachable sete; for
degree uodate.
Vertices identified as indistinguishable are meraed
together to form a supervertex. They are treated as on°
vertex as the algorithm continues. Th<* current degrees o c
the vertices in the elimination aranh are kept in the irrav
DBG.
An initial partitioning o^ the granh is made to create a
guotient araph which is a tree. ^hen, vertices o^ h« elim-
ination graoh are selected only from within subsets o p
vertices making ud a comDOsite ^o<rrGG_i V p rtex of the the
guotient graph. Tn this wav, fill-in can be guarante»pd not
to extend outside of the ornotient granh. This technique
helps keen fill-in low globallv.
??
III. THE HTirillPg flLL-IN ALGORITHM AND VARIANTS
». INTRODUCTION
In this chanter we introduce the minimum fill-in
algorithm. In the minimum degree algorithm, 'he main
concept is to select that row and column which vields *he
least total fill-in in the next active submatrix, while in
the minimum fill-in algorithm the central idea is to select
that row and column which introduces *he least new fill-in.
Suppose (v, r r^,*..., v£ . 1 have been labelled. It is a
simple matter, conceptually, to commute the new fill-in
which would be introduced by selectina anv vertex as thp
next vertex to be labelled as v : . Fill (vj ) is the number o e
vertices v4 , v^£ Hfl~5 f v* ) such that v* is not adjacent to
V£. In practice, this number can be computed easily if
Adi (v) is kept as a linked list for all unlabelled vertices
v. Below, the minimum c ill-in algorithm is described
followed bv more detail on i+s implementation.
B. THE HININDU FILL-IN ALGOFITHH
Algorithm : T he "linircum v ill-in Miorithm.
Input : Elimination graph ^(o> associated wi*h a
Dosi^ive definite svmme*ric matrix.
Outputs A permutation vector ?Fw Mf ) for the vertices
of r,(o>
Step 1. (Initialization)
Set i = 1.
Compute FILLTNfv) for all v 6 v, the amount
of new fill-in which would be created i*7 v is
eliminated.
73
Step 2. (Select, minimum fill-in vertex)
(i-1)
In the elimination graph G = (V , v ) ,
i-1 i-1
select a vertex v €. 7 such that ^LT.TNfv)
* i-1
is minimum.
Step 3. (Transform the grapfc)
ri)
Form the new elimination <jrat>h G = (7 r F )
i i
by eliminatina the vprtex v from G ,
(i-11
where all vertices a^.iacent *o ? in 5
k
are connected to porra a cliaue.
Set PE*S.(i) = k.
step U. (nniate PXLLTN array)
rjnda^-e FILL IN (v) for all v £ v .
i
Step 5. (loop or stop)
Set i = i + 1.
If i > |T| r go t.o step fi.
Otherwise qo *o step 2.
Step 6. (Output)
"or j = 1 to |VJ, nrint frfcRH(j).
Fni of The minimum Fill-in Alaori^hm.
2a
C IBPLEHEWTITIOW OF THE BTHTHUH PIIL-IW ILGORTTHH
The graph S = (#£) is stored rising the linked adjacency
list arrays fXRDJ,8DJNCY,LINF1) f Pef - 4
"J
where the pointer
XADJ(i) starts the adjacency list For vertex i, with apjNcy
containing a neighbor of vertex i and IT?*K containing the
pointer to the location of the next neighbor of vertex i.
The number of vertices in V is given by *TEPN«>. This *ata
structure reguires more space than the Georae and T,iu
algorithm; bat, it reguires space' proportional to that
necessary for carrving out one of the Gaussian elimination
technigues. Thus, this is not reallv a limitation if
storage is reused.
The purpose of the above algorithm is to find *-h°
minimum fill-in vertex for a general graph. It opera*-<=>s on
the input graph as given by N^CVS and the linked adjacency
list structure (Y&.9J, AT>T^cy,ITNT1) , and returns the oMerir.a
in vector PPRW.
Th<* arrav ^TTLIM{v) stores the number of new fill-in^ if
vertex u is eliminated at the next stoo. FT T T.T*jfv> i^
updated after each elimination step. This need be don« onlv
for those vertices which are a distance o p *wo pdoes or l^s^
from u before the elimination st^p. The FTT.LIT? value for
vertices that have been eliminated is s^t neaative.
Initial testing of the minimum fill-in algorithm has
shown that it is much too t ime-consuminrr. Conseguent lv, ^
restricted version has been developed whicS only searches
among the minimum degree vertices for the minimum fill-in
vertex. This is really a hybrid of the minimum dearer algo-
rithm and the minimum fill-in alaorithm and is called the
"min degree / min fill-in alaorithm".
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D. HO DEGFBE / BIT! PILL-I* ALGORITHH
Algorithm : The Win Degree / Bin Fill-in Algorithm.
Input z Elimination graph G<°> associated with a
positive definite symmetric matrix.
Output: A permutation vector PF?B( ) for the vertices
of G<o>
Steo 1. (Initialization)
Set i = 1 and md = 0.
Steo 2. (lazy update of fill-in array "FITTING
Find minimum degree mindeg.
If ad # mindeg, set md = mindeg an* compute
FILLITJ(v) for all vertices v wi*h
deg(v) = md.
Otherwise go to step 3.
Step 3. (Selection)
In the elimination araoh G = fv . v, )
i-1 i-1
select a vertex v
€: 1 which is of minimum
k i-1
fill-in among the minimum dooree vertices.
Step 4. (Transform the grant)
(i)
Form the new elimination oranh G = (V r * )
i i
(i-D
hv pliminating *he vertex v from G ,
k
ri-i)
wherp all vertices aalacent to v in G
k
are connected to form a cliaue.
Set ?FP*(i) = k.
Step 5. (Loon or ston)
Set i = i + 1.
26
If i > !?|» go to step 6.
Otherwise go to step 2.
Step 6. (Output)
For j = 1 to m, print PBRH{j).
End of The Bin Degree / "Jin Fill-in Algorithm.
E. OTHEB V&EIINTS
The linked adiacency list structure used in the min
degree / rain fill-in algorithm raakes it easy to try other
ordering methods. Three additional methods will be tested t
a simple minimum-degree algorithm, an initial minimum degree
algorithm, and an initial ordering algorithm.
The "simple minimum-degree algorithm" is essentiallv the
George and Liu algorithm hut with a di^erent data structure
and without the reachable set. and guotiont araph
enhancements. The "initial minimum dearee alaorithm"
computes the degrees of the vertices in G< 0> and select
vertices in increasing order o F these dcarees. No undate of
the initial degrees is ever made. The "initial orderi^a
algorithm" -just takes the vertices of G<°> in the order i^
which they are given, i.e., in the order in which the rows
of the A matrix are given. This is a rather trivial algo-
rithm but the time to create the comnact data structure por
sparse Gaussian elimination, included for the other algo-
rithms is shown.
17. COHPOTRTTOWAL gTPEfllgSCg AND DIFPICOLTIgS
To solve the sixteen test problems, we have use^ six
methods to see which method is lost effective. The methods
are:
flethod 1. The minimum decree algorithm o^ Georo** and
Lin.
ilethod 2. The minimum fill-in algorithm,
lethod 3. The min degree / min fill-in algorithm.
Method <*. The simole minimum-degree algorithm.
flethod 5. The initial minimum degree alaorithm.
lethod 6. Initial ordering algorithm.
Pesults for method 2 are not included because initial
run times were exc°ssiv« even for the smallest problems. As
shown in Table III, two problems (JCA", °*0) were not solved
due to lack of computer memory. Time is C?g seconds neces-
sary to obtain the ordering and to *hen create *h°
compressed data structure used bv Georae and Tiu.
The minimum degree orderina algorithm of Georqe and tiu
is best. ^he simple minimum degree alaorithm wit-h linked
data structures is almost as aood - it is sometimes faster,
and it is sometimes slower. n u*, new fill-ins created are
always more than that of the minimum dearee alaorithm of
George and Liu. The guoti^n*- graph enhancement of the
George and Liu alaorithm is probably responsible For its
superior performance. M^houah storaae requirements usina
the linked lis*- da*a st-ruc+ure are orrea»-er, ^his onlv seemed
to be a problem when the fill-in became very larae. ^hi^
structure qives a very flexible framewor v for trvina
different heuristics.
7*
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"ill- in 1T nitial Final Fill-in New
nroblem Fill-in No Order Best: Order No nrtfer Bes+-. Order
&I5 20.8 98.6 22.1 77. fl 1.3
BOS 85.7 79.6 76.4 23.8 20.6
CO*L 26.1 39.1 34.^ 11.9 B.4
copb 1.3 8.8 2.9 7.5 1.6
FLFC 2.0 16.9 3.6 13.0 1.6
foai 1.8 2.2 2.0 0.4 0.2
JCAP - — — — —
SETTING 3.8 m.a 4.3 37.9 0.6
*ASTOP1 1.7 27.4 5.7 75.
B
4. 1
PAD — — — - mm
*TFS 1.9 69.8 11.0 6B. 9. 1
PTLO^ 2.5 4 4.3 11.9 41. 9.4 f
STFFL 3.0 25.1 8.7 22. 1 6.6 J
^T^TNFFl 31.0 *7.2 B7.u 66.2 6^.4 1
STETNE1?2 19.1 89.8 98.4 7^.7 69.3 1
TIGE1? 14.7 35.3 24.6 20.6 0.0
The rain degree / min ^ill-in algorithm Dor^orme* noorlv.
It is always slowpr, and the n^w fill-ins created a'-e always
more than that of the f^eorae anl Liu alaori*hm. It cannon-
be recommenced in ary case and it is andean whv it
performed so poorly.
Final fill-in for BTFTNF»1 and STETWEF2 in ^ble TT T is
high, but these are artificial combinatoric problems. B^s
is a small real-world problem with a bes* final ^ill-in o*
76.4* which is Tich higher than the o^h^rs. Th» probable
reason for this is that BOB is ^ set nartitionina oroMem.
30
TIGEH with 29.6* final fill-in is also a set partitioning
problem- This indicates that the projective algorithm might
not worK very well on many set partitioning and set covering
problems since these seem to have a lot of intersections
along rows. The lowest final fill-in foand was 2.0* on
FOAM. Six of the problems had less than 10.0? final fill-in.
An interestina comparison can be made between the initial
fill-in and the original densities of these problems. Th<*
initial fill-in can be compared to the densitv of matrix A
which is about the same as the flensitv for a basis in the
simplex algorithm. This gives a idea of how hard creating L
is compared to creating B—* for the simplex algorithm. Th«
initial fill-in of fins, STT?Iin?lM aP a ST'I^"? was Trea'-er
than 19.1* and thev hart densities greater than 6.7". But,
AI9, COAL and TIGHT* had more than 14.7* initial fill-in,
while these had densities of onlv 1-2*, 1.2* and 4. 1"
respectively. The simplex algorithm might have a relatively
greater advantage in these last cases.
11
Wm COgCLttSTONS KWD K3C0W!31fDATT0NS
This thesis examined various heuristic algorithms for
ordering symmetric linear systems of eguations to minimize
fill-in. The algorithms were tested on problems derived
from linear programming problems in the raannpr of *be
projective algorithm for linear programming.
The minimum degree algorithm of George an* Tiu is the
most effective of six tested methods. Solution times for
this algorithm are sometimes better than and sometimes worse
than the times using a simple minimum-degree algorithm, bu*
jiew fill-ins created are always less. As a result o p
storage limitations, the simole minimum degree algorithm
failed to solve *wo nroblems whic^ the Georae and Lin algo-
rithm solved. This should no*- be a Dro^lera in nractice if
storage is reused.
The minimum fill-in algorithm and the min degree / min
fill-in algorithm used here do no*- perform as well as might
be hoped. The minimum fill-in alaorithm is too slow to use
in most cases. Both alaorithms involve more work than the
minimum degree algorithm of George and T iu and the oriering
produced is rarely much better than the on<=» produced K v the
minimum degree algorithm of Georap and Liu.
The guotient graph enhancement of th Q Georae antf Tiu
alaorithm is probably resnonsible for its superior
performance. Thus, future research should examine the use
of the guotient graph and the min dearee / min fill-in i^pas
since it may still be possible to significant lv imnrovo nr>on
the new fill-ins obtained without sacrificing much computa-
tional sneed. Differpn^ heuristics for creating guotient
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